
        SEMINAR INVITATION  

                   MAY 2018  

                         ‘UNEXPLAINED WEALTH ORDERS ’  
 

As part of our on-going commitment to keep POCLA members totally up to date with the latest news 
and all issues POCA related we are proposing a series of what we will call ‘pop up’ seminars. 

These will be brief seminars on just one subject matter – lasting approximately 45 minutes - so they 
will not take up too much of your valuable time. 

The first of these will update you on Unexplained Wealth Orders and are scheduled to take place in 
Leeds and London with the full details below.  The speaker at the London Event will be Jonathan 
Lennon of Counsel with the speaker of the Leeds event is to be confirmed, but we wanted to give 
you plenty of notice for the event. 

We also hope to confirm a Manchester date in-between these two dates – the details will follow 
very shortly! 

Leeds   

15 May 2018 

Cohen Cramer Solicitors 

Suite 1B, Joseph’s Well, 
Hanover Walk 

Leeds  

LS3 1AB 

Registration – 5.00pm 

Seminar 5.30 pm (prompt) 

 

London 

23 May 2018 

Carmelite Chambers 

9 Carmelite Street 

London 

EC4Y 0DR 

Registration – 5.30pm 

Seminar 6.00 pm (prompt) 

 

   These events are kindly sponsored by: 

                                       

       

Jonathan Lennon’s practice has developed so that he has now been involved in some of the country’s largest and most 
complex fraud and financial crime cases, including the UK’s largest mortgage fraud.  He has been ranked in Chambers 
and Partners in 2014, 2015, 2017 and in 2018 was ranked as a leading practitioner in Fraud and described as “A master 
tactician in relation to POCA and fraud cases." "You will always find him in the top-class cases, especially in any case 
involving corporate wrongdoing. He is good at pension frauds, good at the detail, and has an encyclopaedic knowledge 
of the law”. 

To reserve a place or for any enquiries please contact leah.arksey@cohencramer.co.uk  


